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Abstract—This paper proposes a mechanism for the survivabil-
ity of multicast streams on Peer-to-Peer (P2P) overlay networks,
capable to protect the network against failures of source and
intermediary nodes. Based on a mixed integer programming
model, an algorithm is proposed to build the main multicast tree
and the necessary backup trees. The mechanism also includes a
recovery protocol that identifies the failures and recovers the
multicast stream by activating the appropriate backup tree.
The proposed mechanism is evaluated by means of numerical
experiments, which demonstrate its effectiveness with respect to
the quality of the backup multicast trees, to recovery time and
to the bandwidth overhead. It is concluded that the proposed
mechanism can improve the reliability of multicast streams on
static P2P networks with efficiency and quality.

Keywords—Static P2P Networks, Resilient P2P Multicast.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multicast transmission is an efficient approach for support-
ing applications involving group communication. The main
characteristic of multicast transmission is its ability to elim-
inate most of the redundant packets necessary to the trans-
mission to multiple destinations. It is particularly useful for
video streaming applications, that is, the distribution of video
streams from one source to multiple destinations [1].

Multicast protocols are responsible to route the application
packets in multicast transmissions. In response to the difficul-
ties of implementing multicast transmission in the IP network
layer, several recently proposed protocols adopt the Peer-
to-Peer (P2P) communication model, in which all multicast
features are implemented exclusively in user hosts instead of
routers [2][3]. P2P is a self adaptive communication model
implemented in the application layer, where the participating
peers are configured in an overlay network. Multicast proto-
cols deployed on P2P networks, called P2P multicasting, are
applications protocols that implement multicast features over
the P2P unicast links.

In dynamic P2P networks, a peer joins the system when
a user starts the application, contributes with some resources
while making use of some resources provided by others, and
leaves the system when the user exits the application. Such
join-participate-leave cycle is a key characteristic in dynamic
P2P networks. The independent arrival and departure of peers
create a collective effect called churn. On the other hand, in
static P2P networks, all participating peers are interested in
staying in the system. Consequently, they do not leave the ap-
plication as frequently as in dynamic P2P networks, reducing
considerably the churn effect. In this case, a peer leaving the

system can be considered as a failure event. Examples of static
P2P multicasting applications are streaming systems applied
for dissemination of critical information, Internet Protocol
TeleVision (IPTV) system using set-top boxes, and content
Delivery Network (CDN).

Since the transmitted content is assumed to be of interest
to the applications, the P2P multicasting should provide with
delivery guarantees. In general, two basic approaches can
be considered to provide network survivability: protection
and restoration. The first assumes that backup trees are pre-
computed while the second applies dynamic routing, i.e., new
backup routes are computed only when a failure occurs. The
main advantage of protection is quick reaction to failures,
usually providing smaller recuperation time.

The aim of this work is to propose a protection based
survivability mechanism for multicast streams on static P2P
networks, capable to protect P2P multicasting against failures
of both the source peer and intermediary peers. In the first case,
a traditional model of flow conservation is used to construct
a set of multicast trees, one to be used as the main tree, and
the others capable of protecting the multicast stream in case
of failure of the source peer. The model is extended to build
another set of backup trees that will be used to recover from
failures of intermediary peers. A recovery protocol is also
necessary in this case, to detect eventual failures and recover
the streaming application by switching the transmission to the
appropriate backup tree.

The main objective of this study is to propose and validate
the recovery protocol. For this reason, in the current state of
our proposal, the backup trees are computed off-line according
to a model of Mixed Integer Programming (MIP). Although
the MIP model provides the optimal set of backup trees, it
severely limits the size of the network. We are developing a
heuristic algorithm to generate dynamically the backup trees,
but it discussion is not in the scope of this work.

A. Motivation and Contributions

In this study, it is assumed that the content of the flows
requires delivery guarantees, and thus, survivability mecha-
nisms are necessary. It is also assumed that the participating
peers do not leave the streaming application voluntarily and
independently. The study is motivated by the growing needs
for fast deployment of this kind of streaming services in
a reliable and cost effective way. Examples of applications
requiring resilient multicast streams in static P2P scenarios
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are weather forecasts, security notifications, software updates,
and traffic information.

Most of previous research concentrates on recovering dy-
namic P2P networks [4]. They focus on finding many disjoint
parents for each peer and on the protocols to recover the
multicast routes after the occurrence of events caused by a
peer failure or by the churn effect. Usually in this case, the
path diversity is reduced by assuming that the set of ancestors
of a node in each tree should be as disjoint as possible.

Some few studies consider the resilience of the multicast
tree in static P2P networks by applying resilience mechanisms
of kind 1:1, in which streaming flows are delivered simulta-
neously through multiple multicast trees rooted in different
source peers [7][10]. Because the recovery actions switch the
source peer and the multicast tree when a failure occurs,
recovery protocols are not necessary.

In this article, P2P multicasting is investigated at the level
of streams as well at the level of network control. At the
stream level we present extensions to an integer programming
model used to compute the multicast trees. At the network
control level we specify and evaluate a recovery protocol. On
the other hand, we do not deal neither with multicast streams
at the packet level, nor with the join and leave procedures of
peer nodes, because the assumption of static P2P network.
Note, however, that the proposed method can be applied
in conjunction with other proactive and/or reactive methods
proposed literature. To the best of the author’s knowledge,
there is no study addressing the recovery of intermediary node
failures in static P2P multicast trees.

B. Organization of the Paper

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we present previous research on P2P multicasting
with a special focus on survivability. Section 3 presents the
proposed recovery mechanism, including the protection model
(the mixed integer programming model) and the recovery
protocol. In Section 4, the proposed scheme is evaluated, and
the results compared with other published studies. Finally, the
last section concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A review of resilient approaches to peer-to-peer multicast is
presented by Hongyun et al. [4], where they are organized into
three classes, according to overlay construction approach: tree-
based, mesh-based and data-driven. Tree based approaches
organize the participating peers into a single or multiple logical
trees over which the multicast data is transmitted. The studies
in [5], [6] and [7] are examples of studies that can be included
in this class. In mesh-based P2P multicast the participating
peers form a mesh overlay network and the stream content is
delivered through routing protocols. An example included in
this class is [8]. In data driven protocols, the necessity of data
defines the streaming routing, that is, a peer always forwards
data to others that are expecting for it. An example in this
class is [9].

Our approach can be classified as a tree-based approach,
and will be compared to [6], where Probabilistic Resilient
Multicast (PRM) is introduced. It is a multicast recovery
scheme based in two basic components. The first is a proactive
component in which each peer randomly selects a constant
number of other peers, forwarding data to each of them with
a small probability. This random forwarding occurs in parallel
to the usual data forwarding along the multicast tree, leading
to a small number of duplicate packets, which are properly
detected and suppressed. The second is a reactive mechanism
to handle eventual data losses. According to the authors, these
mechanisms can together provide high resilience guarantees
and can be used to significantly improve the data delivery
ratios of application-layer multicast protocols.

In our proposal, multicast trees and backup trees are com-
puted off-line according to a model of Mixed Integer Program-
ming (MIP). We define extensions to the work proposed by
Walkowiak et al. [10] [7]. In the first, the authors addressed
multicast transmission in static P2P networks by formulating
an optimization problem that builds disjoint multicast trees
to protect the system against failures of root nodes and
Internet Service Provider (ISP) links. The goal is to mini-
mize streaming costs and maximize transmission throughput.
Walkowiak et al. [7] presented an extension of the previous
work by also considering the delay metric. By evaluating the
results from the proposed MIP model they concluded that the
P2P multicasting systems can be enhanced with additional
protection methods, without significant reduction of system
performance. They also presented a heuristic algorithm to
solve the problem.

Our proposal differs from [6] because the reconfiguration of
routes in the multicast trees is not probabilistic, but based on
optimal backup trees computed off-line. Unlike the proposals
found in [7] and [10], our approach provides resilience from
backup trees that are activated in the event of failures, and
not through the simultaneous transmission of multiple streams
through the trees for protection.

III. RECOVERY MECHANISM

In this paper, we consider node failures and loss of control
messages. Three types of failures are considered and explained
in the following: the root node, leaf node and intermediate
node. The loss of control messages are handled by the re-
covery protocol through KEEPALIVE messages and timeout
mechanism. Flows are propagated through the multicast tree,
and the rooting peer is responsible for the transmission.
Intermediary peers are responsible for forwarding the flows
and leaf peers only consume the flows. Intermediary peers
are also flow consumers. Failure of the root peer is critical,
since it completely interrupts flow transmission. To solve this
problem one can use multiple backup trees with different roots.
In case of failure, the resilience is ensured by switching the
responsibility transmission to the root of a backup tree. The
failure of intermediary peers is also critical, because all its
successors are disconnected from the tree. The solution here is
to use multiple backup trees having the same root. The backup
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Figure 1. Main tree and backup tree computing

trees exclude the failed intermediary node, and are activated
only when the corresponding failure occurs. Handling the
failure of a leaf node is trivial. Nothing needs to be done
because it only leaves a vacant place in the lowest hierarchy.

Failures of root peers are addressed by providing multiple
main trees routed on different nodes. Main trees are calculated
by using the MIP model proposed by Walkowiak et al. [7],
referred in this paper as the standard MIP model. Failures of
intermediary nodes need an extension to the standard MIP
model in order to allow the construction of backup trees
that exclude the failed peer. Also, a recovery protocol is
needed. The advantage of this approach is to avoid the waste
of bandwidth caused by simultaneous transmissions across
multiple main trees, but requires the recovery protocol.

The computation of backup trees is performed before the
streaming application starts. The lowest cost backup trees are
calculated and stored in recovery tables. Each peer stores a
recovery table for each possible intermediary node failure.
Because the calculation of recovery tables is performed off-
line, the computing time is not critical. The recovery mecha-
nism, named tree switching recovery (TSR) is described is the
sequence.

A. Computing the Main Tree and the Backup Trees

A set of multicast trees (main trees) are computed, for
the original root and for each backup root, according to the
standard MIP model. To protect the streaming application
against failures of intermediary nodes, for each main tree, a
set of backup trees are computed. For this, the standard MIP
model is modified to prevent the failed node to be present
in the solution. The modified MIP model is then applied
considering the exclusion of every intermediary node present
in the main tree, as presented in the algorithm of Figure 1.
When more than one failure occurs, the modified MIP model
should be executed for each failure combination. The standard
MIP model can be reduced to the hop-constrained minimum
spanning tree problem, which is NP-complete. This severely
limits the size of the network and a heuristic method for
backup tree generation is necessary, but it is out of the scope
of this study.

B. Backup Trees and Recovery Tables

Multicast trees are identified according to its root peer and
failed peer. Assuming that there are R root peers, and I
intermediary nodes, main trees and backup trees are identified
by Ti,j , where i is the identifier of the root peer (i = 1, ..., R),
and j is the identifier of the failed peer (j = 0, ..., I). When no

Figure 2. Example of Main Tree and Backup Trees.

intermediary node is failed, j = 0. For example, T1,0 identifies
the main tree rooted in 1 and T5,3 identifies the backup tree
rooted in 5 with the intermediary peer 3 failed.

Figure 2 illustrates the multicast trees for a network with
ten peers, limited to three levels. The root peer is 1 and there
are three intermediary nodes (4, 5 and 9). The main multicast
tree T1,0 is depicted in Figure 2a, and backup trees T1,4, T1,5

and T1,9 are depicted in Figures 2b, 2c and 2d, respectively.
Recovery tables are identified by Ri, where i is the identifier

of the root node. The recovery table of the tree rooted at peer 1
(R1) in the example of Figure 2 is shown in Table I. Recall that
it will be necessary one table for each root peer. As it can be
seen, the recovery tables are represented by a matrix structure,
where the columns represent the failed peer (0 representing no
failures) and the rows represent a peer. Each cell stores at the
list of children of the peer in backup tree.

TABLE I . RECOVERY TABLE EXAMPLE

Failure 0 4 5 9
Node

1 5,9 2,3,7,9 2,3,4,8,9 2,3,4,5
2 - - - -
3 - - - -
4 3 - - -
5 2,4,6,7,8 6,8 - 6,7,8,10
6 - - - -
7 - 5 6 -
8 - - 7 -
9 10 10 10 -
10 - - - -

C. Recovery Protocol

The recovery protocol includes fault detection and re-
covery mechanism. Fault detection is based on exchanging
KEEPALIVE messages and on a timeout scheme with retries.
Every peer (except the root) periodically sends a KEEPALIVE
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message to its parent. After a period of time without receiving
KEEPALIVE messages from one of its children (timeout
expiration) and having exhausted the number of retries, a
fault is identified. The peer then switches to the backup tree
corresponding to the failed peer and sends a reconfiguration
message to his father. The message is sent recursively until it
reaches the root, which in turn sends an activation message
down to their children, informing the recovery table to be
activated, which is recursively propagated to the leaf peers.

The recovery protocol is a multi-threaded algorithm. Thread
1, described in the algorithm of Figure 3, implements the
recovery procedure, while Threads 2 and 3 (showed in the
algorithms of Figures 4 and 5) are responsible for fault
detection. The following global variables are defined: the
identification of the peer executing the protocol (PiD), the
current root of multicast tree (Root), the current recovery
table (RecoveryTable). Each child peer has a timer (Timer)
and a counter of the number of retries (NoR). All messages
have three fields, the sender id, the message type and the
identification of the failed peed (FiD), if it is the case. Three
types of messages are defined: KEEPALIVE, RECOVER and
ACTIVATE.

Thread 1 synchronously receives messages (Line 2). For
KEEPALIVE messages it just restarts the timer end the number
of retries of the corresponding child. When a RECOVER
message is received (Line 7), the peer activates the recovery
table of the faulty child (Line 8), then propagates a RECOVER
message to it is parent (except the root peer) and waits for
an ACTIVATE message (Lines 15-17). When the ACTIVATE
message arrives, the peer activates the recovery table of the
faulty peer (Line 26) and sends an ACTIVATE message to
each of its children (Lines 30-34).The flow of RECOVER and
ACTIVATE messages corresponds to a tree traversal, with the
computational complexity equals to O(log n).

Thread 2 sends KEEPALIVE messages. Line 10 defines a
PAUSE interval between two KEEPALIVE messages. This is a
parameter of the recovery protocol, and its setting is discussed
in section IV.

Thread 3 is invoked when a timeout occurs for one of the
children (in Child variable) of the peer executing the protocol.
Line 2 defines a LIMIT on the number of retries before
considering Child has failed. This LIMIT is also a parameter
discussed in section IV. In line 8 the peer sends a RECOVER
message to itself, informing the failure of Child.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate the performance of the proposed
resilience mechanism. The evaluation of the application re-
quirements is outside the scope of this study. The resilience
mechanism is evaluated according to three distinct aspects:
quality of backup trees, recovery time, and bandwidth over-
head. The quality of the backup trees is evaluated with respect
to their costs. In the standard MIP model, the cost of a solution
is given by the delays introduced in all branches of a tree. The
same metric is used to evaluate the quality of backup trees,
whose costs are compared to the main tree.

Figure 3. Recovery Protocol - Thread 1

Figure 4. Recovery Protocol - Thread 2

Figure 5. Recovery Protocol - Thread 3

To evaluate the recovery time and the bandwidth overhead,
the recovery protocol was implemented in an event driven
simulator, based on the actors-messages paradigm. According
to this paradigm, a simulation model is composed by a
set of actors or tasks that communicate among them using
messages. Nodes are implemented as task and communication
channels are implemented as queues. Regarding the topology
of the evaluated networks, it was assumed that all nodes
are interconnected by virtual (Internet) links. An important
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issue was to model the transmission delay in links of the
overlay network. Several studies have addressed this point
and the following two models for Internet link delay were
considered. Hongli [11] used a maximum likelihood estimation
procedure to find the best fit distribution to a large set of
data measured over the Internet. They found the link delay
follows the Gamma distribution. Kaune et al. [12] built a
model for Internet delay based on geographical location. This
model has two components, the minimum RTT and the jitter.
Both models were implemented in the simulation, the first for
distances less than 200 km and the other for lager distances.
In this simulation scenario the actual position of the nodes is
irrelevant and just the distance between each pair of nodes in
the backup tree should be considered, which was modeled as
a random variable uniformly distributed between 10 and 600
km. The recovery time is evaluated with respect to the amount
of peers in the P2P network.

Bandwidth overhead is computed by measuring the extra
bytes necessary to provide the survivability feature. We ana-
lyzed the bandwidth overhead by measuring the bandwidth
consumed for the purpose of reconfiguration, that is, the
average number of bytes sent per second in the multicast
tree, in addition to normal transmission rate of data. For this
case, TSR and PRM are compared. Considering that this study
only addresses control of PDP networks, evaluations are made
considering only the control plane messages. The traffic model
for control messages in the evaluation scenarios is provided
in the subsections that follow. All simulations are executed 30
times and the results provided for a confidence level of 99%.

A. Quality of the Backup Trees

The quality of the backup trees is assessed by the average
delay costs introduced by the tree (considering all branches).
Figure 6 shows the average tree costs with respect to the
amount of peers. It can be observed that the costs remain close
to those of the main tree, even with the modified restrictions
and with one less peer in the backup tree (the failed peer). This
is important, because depending on the faulty intermediary
peer, the cost of the backup tree could increase due to the
lower amount of available network resources.

B. Recovery Time

The recovery time evaluates how fast the recovery mech-
anism recovers from failures. Recovery time is composed by
fault detection time and propagation time. Detection time is
the time it takes for a peer to realize that one of its children has
failed. Propagation time is the time it takes to the RECOVER
message to arrive at the root, plus the time it takes to the
ACTIVATE messages to be disseminated along the backup
tree.

Detection time depends on the values of parameters PAUSE
and LIMIT in the algorithms of Figures 3, 4 and 5. LIMIT is
set to 3, allowing at most 2 retries. PAUSE is set as a multiple
of the maximum delay time, named here the maximum delay
time factor (MDTF). The maximum delay time is computed
to cover the 95 percentile of the distribution of the delay time.
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Figure 6. Quality of Backup Trees.

Figure 7 shows the normalized recovery time and the
normalized bandwidth overhead for delays varying from 10 to
130ms. The normalized values are plotted for MDTF varying
from 0.5 to 2.0. We can observe that MDTF = 1.5 leads to
good values for both recovery time and bandwidth overhead.
As a result we defined MDTF = 1.5, that is, the PAUSE
parameter equals 1.5 times the maximum message time.

In Figure 8, we can see the average recovery time for the
size of network from 10 to 18 peers. It can be observed that the
recovery time remains stable as the number of peers increases.
Although one could expect increasing the recovery time with
the network size, since the total cost of the system increases, it
remains almost constant from the fact that when the quantity of
peers increases, the transmission means (upload and download
links) also become more abundant. As a result, peers have
more children in optimal trees, decreasing the number of levels
and therefore reducing the delay. The graph in Figure 8 shows
the average recovery time taken for a sample of 30 simulations,
shown with 99% confidence level.

C. Bandwidth Overhead

We call bandwidth overhead, the control information trans-
mitted by the recovery protocol, and we analyzed it by
measuring the bandwidth consumed by the recovery protocol.
We measured the average number of bits per second sent in
the multicast tree for the transmission of control messages. In
TSR, control messages are initiated by parents of intermediary
peers that failed, and are targeted recursively at their new
parents until reaching the root node. In PRM, recovery is
achieved by the redundant probabilistic forwarding of data.

To simulate PRM behavior we used the implementation
made available by Birrer [13]. We considered from 10 to
18 nodes distributed in sites of PlanetLab [14], with the
parameters presented by Birrer et al. [6]. The probability of
redundant transmission is set to 0.01. The amount of redundant
messages exchanged between peers increases with the number
of peers because PRM needs to discover and maintain the list
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of pairs included in random routing. In TSR, the overhead due
to control messages is negligible, because a single RECOVER
message is sent by the node that detected the fault that runs
through part of a branch of the tree to the root. To activate
the new configuration, only one ACTIVATE message is sent
to each node. On the other hand, the overhead introduced by
fault detection is significant and is directly affected by the 2
parameters of the algorithm of Figure 3.

Figure 9 shows how the bandwidth overhead is affected by
the size of the P2P network. In both systems (PRM and TSR)
we can observe that the bandwidth overhead increases linearly
with the number of peers. In PRM this is because the random
forwarding of redundant packets, while in TSR the overhead
is mainly due to the KEEPLIVE messages. It can be seen
that as the size of the network grows, TSR achieves better
results when compared to PRM. It may be noted that for 18
peers, the curve of the proposed mechanism is about 8 times
lower than the PRM. The reason for this is that the overhead
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in TSR occurs only by the amount of KEEPALIVE messages
needed to test the connectivity between network peers, and
because the difference between rates in the control plane and
the data plane is very large. The low increase in overhead for
TSR indicates that the mechanism has good scalability with
respect to bandwidth overhead.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposed a recovery mechanism in the P2P
multicasting networks named TSR. Its goal is ensure the
survival of multicast flows in the presence of failures of
intermediary nodes. TSR was evaluated according to three
aspects: the quality of multicast tree, the recovery time, and
the bandwidth overhead. The quality of backup trees is suitable
due to the characteristics of the extended MIP model. It was
demonstrated that, even with the additional constraints of the
extended MIP model, the cost remains similar to the main
multicast tree obtained with the standard MIP model. The
recovery protocol was evaluated and it can be concluded that it
is not severely impacted by the addition of control messages,
because when a node resets the multicast tree, only a few
reconfiguration messages go through a few links. The cost con-
verges to a stable value as the number of levels in the multicast
tree increases. This is because the size of recovery messages is
small, because more transmission resources are made available
when the number of peers increases, and because the number
of levels in the multicast tree decreases when the amount of
peers increase. TSR was also evaluated with respect to the
bandwidth overhead, being compared to a classical reactive
P2P survivable protocol. The increase of bandwidth overhead
in both cases is linear, but the slope is smother in TSR.
From the presented results we can conclude that the proposed
mechanism improves the reliability of multicast streams on
static P2P networks with efficiency and quality. However, the
limitations of scale related to the size of the P2P network
introduced by the MIP model must be addressed in future
work.
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